Aging- and oxygen-induced modifications in brain biochemistry and behavior.
In summary, the work presented here has shown accumulation of oxidized protein with age in an animal aging model. In gerbil brain, this accumulation is associated with (1) decreased activity of oxidatively sensitive enzymes creatine kinase and glutamine synthetase; (2) decreased function of particular cytoskeletal proteins; and (3) decreased performance in a radial-arm maze task. Manipulations shown to increase the presence of reactive oxygen species in the brain increase oxidized protein, decrease the index enzyme activities and cytoskeletal protein defects, and worsen performance deficits. Moreover, intervention designed to quench ROS-mediated reactions decrease oxidized protein levels, and nearly normalize index enzyme activities and associated behavioral deficits. The precise connections between the performance deficits and protein measures are probably highly complex and likely to remain obscure for now. Currently, the behavioral measures serve as a marker for the functional consequences of the protein alterations. Our studies in humans have shown oxidized protein accumulation with age and a differential decrease of glutamine synthetase activity in the frontal lobe in AD. Further preliminary results in AD autopsy material show a striking correlation between the distribution of index enzyme inactivation and the known intensity distribution of AD pathology. These findings support the hypothesis that inability to restrain age- or pathology-related increases in local ROS activity can result in AD.